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ABSTRACT 
A theorem of de Bruijn and Erdijs [2] asserts that every finite geometry (see 
Section 1 for definition) has at least as many lines as points. The present paper uses 
linear algebra as a technique to establish the de Bruijn-Erdijs result and a particular 
higher dimensional generalization. These results are special cases of theorems due to 
Basterfield and Kelly [I] and Green [3]. 
INTRODUCTION 
Section 1 defines the notion of “finite geometry”. de Bruijn and Erdiis 
showed in [2] that every “finite geometry” has at least as many lines as 
points. The purpose of this paper is to use linear algebra to prove this fact. 
Theorem 1 proves the de Bruijn-Erdos result; Theorem 10 provides a 
generalization from lines to hyperplanes; and Theorem 6, Remark 7, and 
Theorem 11 characterize those geometries having precisely as many hyper- 
planes as points. These results are special cases of theorems on finite 
geometric lattices due to Basterfield and Kelly [l] and Greene [3]. 
1. POINTS AND LINES 
Let S be a set with finitely many elements, called points; and suppose 
that S i, S s,. , ., S, are subsets of S, called lines, with each Si having at least 
two points. The points and lines are said to form a “finite geometry” 
provided that the following three axioms are satisfied. 
Axiom 1. Given two points, there exists a line containing them. 
Axiom 2. Two lines intersect in at most one point. 
Axis 3. There exist at least two lines. 
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THEOREM 1. Euey finite geometry has at least as many lines as points. 
This theorem will follow from Proposition 3 below, and some terminology 
is needed. First we introduce the notion of degree of a point. Assume that 
the geometry has its points labeled 1 through n. Then the degree of point j, 
denoted 4, is defined to be the number of distinct lines through point i. 
Label the lines 1 through m in any fashion, and define ki to be the number of 
points on line i. Now, consider the O-l matrix A = (a,), 1 < i < m, 1 < i < n, 
where 
Note that 
1 a,, = if line i contains point j, 
‘I 1 0 otherwise. 
di = 2 aii > 2 and ki = i aii. 
i=l j-1 
Write A = (I$)r, i+, as a collection of row vectors. 
The theorem asserts that m > n, and surely this will follow if the 
dimension of the row space (i.e., the dimension of the linear span of the 
{q}) is greater than or equal to n. Consider the row vectors u/= 
(Ll,..., l,dj,l ,..., l), 1 < j < n. The following proposition is clear. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
space of A. 
For each j, vi = Ci:q,=l&; and thus each vi is in the row 
PROPOSITION 3. Let V= (I+), 1 d j < n. Then V is non-singular. 
Proof. Observe that 
<d, 1 1 .a. 1 
1 d, 1 *a. 1 
V=A’A= . . 
. . 
i i *** 1 (;, 
d,-1 0 
di!-1 
0 d,, - 1 
+ I, 
I 
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where 
1 
.I= 
i 
1 1 e.0 1 
. . . . 1. 
1 1 . . . 1 
Let 
c x11 
xc ,: I.1 XII 
be in the null space of V. Then using the decomposition of V, we see that 
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VX= 
(4 - 1)x, + 1 
($-l)%+l 
(d,-i)x”+z 
where Z=x,+xs+~~* + x,. If ZZO, then I may be chosen to be strictly 
negative, and therefore each xj satisfies 
x.=-g>0 
1 
(recall that 4 >2). But then X is a strictly positive column vector, and 
VX = 0 is surely impossible for a strictly positive V. So assume I = 0; but then 
( di - 1)x1 = 0, and so X = 0. Thus V is non-singular. n 
REMAFK A careful look at the proof of Proposition 2 shows that any 
matrix 
M= 
el 1 1 1.. 1 
1 e2 1 . . . 1 
1 1 es 0.. 1 
. . . 
. . . 
i ; ; . . . Ln 
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where each e, > 1, has alI its eigenvalues strictly positive. Indeed, M is the 
sum of a positive definite and a positive semi-definite matrix. 
We now investigate the 
any two lines intersect. 
LEMMA 4. There exists 
diagonal entries equal to 0. 
case that m = n, and show that this implies that 
a permutation matrix P such that PA has all its 
Proof. Let A= J - A. Then 
I 
0 d,-1 d,-1 *** d,-1 
ds-1 0 . . . 
Atx= A’(J-A) = Ay- V= . 
4-1 d,-1 
. 
d,-1 ** 
and thus 
0 1 
1 0 
det(Atx) =[(d,-l)(d,-l).**(d,-l)]det . . 
. . 
j i 
d,-1 0 
1 . . . 11 
1 . . . 11 ,_ 
*J . . . 1 6 
. PO. 
So A must have non-zero determinant, and therefore non-zero permanent. 
Thus there is a permutation matrix P such that Px has only ones on its 
diagonal, and so PA has only zeros on its diagonal. W 
COROLLARY 5. Using the preceding lmmu if necessary, we may assume 
that A satisfies aii = 0 for each i. Under this assumptiun, ki = 2 iaii =x la,d = 
di. 
Proof. Point i is not on line i, and so 4 < di. But ~ik,=Z,Z,a,S=~idi, 
and thus 4 = di for each i. n 
THEOREM 6. If a finite geometry bus n points and n lirm, then any two 
lines must intersect. 
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Proof. We count unordered pairs of distinct points: 
(;i=ls(:)~ since every pair of points is on exactly one line 
= di a 1 2 ’ by Corollary 5 
= card{(i,j):i<j, (line i)n (line i)#0}. n 
REMARK 7. Consider the following axiom. 
Axiom 4. There exist 4 points, no 3 of which are collinear. 
(i) If a finite geometry with n points and n lines fails to satisfy Axiom 4, 
then it follows immediately from Theorem 6 that there is a line i, with 
kic,=n-1, and thus all $=2, jfi,. 
(ii) If a finite geometry with n points and n lines does satisfy Axiom 4, 
then it follows from this and Theorem 6 that given any two lines, there is a 
point on neither of them. Theorem 6 and the existence of this point imply 
thatk,=k,=.*. =k=dl=&=... =&,andthusn=k(k-l)+l,wherek 
is the constant row (and column) sum of the matrix A. Indeed, to add Axiom 
4 is to demand that the “finite geometry” be a projective geometry. 
2. POINTS AND HYPERPLANES 
DEFINITION 8. Let S be a finite set with n elements, called points; and 
suppose that S,, S,, . . . , S, are subsets of S, called hyperplanes, with each Sj 
having at least k points, 3 < k < n. Then the points and hyperplanes are said 
to form a “finite hypergeometry” provided the following three axioms are 
satisfied. 
Axiom 1 I. Given k points, there exists a hyperplane containing them. 
Axiom 2’. Two hyperplanes intersect in at most k - 1 points. 
Axiom 3’. There exist at least two hyperplanes. 
Our aim is to show that Theorem 1 is true for hypergeometries, i.e., that 
there are at least as many hyperplanes as points. To do this we present a 
theorem which permits the arguments used in Sec. 1 to be generalized. The 
proof of Theorem 9 can be found in [4]. 
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THEOREM 9. Suppose that 1 and n are positive integers such that 
1 < 1< n and (I, n) # (2,4). Let the matrix M be &fined as follows: 
(4 If (kn)g(2,4) mod 4, let M denote the circulant matrix of dimen- 
sion n defined by c,= c1 = c2 = . - * = cl-2 = cl = 1, ci = 0 otherwise. 
CO C”_l -** Cl 
M=rl ” 
c2 
. . 
@) If (Ln)=(%4) mod 4 and 1 <n/2, let M denote the matrix of 
dimension n given by 
MC A ’ (i-1 0 B’ 
where A is obtained from (a) for the pair (Z,n/2- l), and B is obtained from 
(a) for the pair (Z,n/2+ 1). 
(c) If (l,n)z(2,4) mod 4 and I> n/2, let M denote the matrix defined 
bY 
M=J-M’, 
where J is the matrix of all ones and M’ comes from (b) for the pair (n - 2,n). 
(d) If (Z,n)=(2,4) mod 4, I= n/2,122, let M denote the matrix 
where J is the ail ones matrix of dimension I, I is the identity matrix, and 
P,,= 1 if j=i-lmodZ, 
‘I 1 0 otherwise, 
Then M has constant row and column sum equal to 1, and each of the 
matrices M, _I + M, and J - M is non-singular. 
THEOREM 10. Every hypergeomety has at least as many hyperplanes as 
points. 
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Proof. Let the incidence matrix A for the hypergeometry have dimen- 
sions m X n. We must prove m > 12. 
Note first that if k = 3 and n = 4, then the incidence matrix A for the 
hypergeometry must be of the form 
Thus the theorem is true for (k, n) = (3,4). 
We now assume that (k, n)#(3,4) and appeal to Theorem 9 applied to 
the pair (I, n) = (k - 1, n) to get a non-singular matrix M = (m,) with constant 
row and column sum k- 1. The rows of M distinguish a collection 
DnDs,..., D, of subsets of points, with card(DJ = k - 1 for all i. For each Di, 
define di to be the number of hyperplanes containing the subset Di. Note 
that each 4 > 2 in any hypergeometry. Now let V= ( uii> be the n X n matrix 
such that uii = (di - l)mii + 1. Since the ith row of V is a sum of rows in A-it 
is the sum of all rows containing Di-there is an n X m O-l matrix L such 
that LA = V. Thus A must have row rank n, i.e., m >n, if V can be shown to 
be non-singular. 
Suppose then that VX=O. If Zxi=O, then (V-_I)X=O. But det(V-I)= 
(d,-l)(d,-l)+.*(d,,--l)detM#O, and so X=0. Thus we may assume that 
Cx,= -1. Then 
(11 
1 
VX=O=(V-1)x- . . I.1 i 
But as before, V-J is non-singular, and the unique solution to 
1‘ 
(v-J)Y= f 
.i, 
must satisfy the following equation for each i: 
& (4 - hi = 1, i.e., & yj = J& > 0. 
I 
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Using the fact that M has constant column sum k - 1, we deduce that 
Thus, - 1 = 2~~ = Z yi > 0, and the proof of the theorem is completed. n 
The final result describes all those hypergeometries with precisely n 
points and n hyperplanes. Obvious examples are obtained by choosing n > 4, 
k = n - 1, and thus forcing an incidence matrix A of the form 
A= 
0 1 1 .** 1 1 
1 0 1 *** 1 1 
1 1 0 **. 1 1 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
i i i . . . i fj 
These are the only examples. 
THEOREM 11. Zf a hypergeomety has n points and precisely n hyper- 
planes, then k = n - 1, i.e., the hyperplanes are the subsets of cardinulity 
n- 1. 
Proof. We have already noted in the preceding proof that this theorem 
is true for k =3 and n=4, so we may assume (k,n)#(3,4). Since we are 
dealing @-I a hypergeometry, k > 3 by definition. 
Let A = J - A. Using the notation of the preceding proof, L.J is the matrix 
‘d, d, .a. d,‘ 
d2 d, . . . d, 
u=. . . * 
. . 
L 
lz, in . * * in 
/ 
Thus ti=L(_Z-A)=ZJ-V=(b& h w ere bii=d,-u,. Thus detti=(d,- 
1)( d, - 1) * * * (d, - 1) det(J- M) #O. So x has non-zero determinant and 
hence non-zero permanent. 
As in Lemma 4 of Sec. 1, we may now assume that A satisfies a, -0 for 
all i. Let q==Z~,,a, and cj=Cy=raii be the row and column sums of A. Then 
as in Corollary 5, point i not being on hyperplane i implies that for each i, 
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But 
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Since k-122, this means that k-l=ri-1, i.e., rl=rZ=“’ =r,,=k. On 
the other hand, since every k points are on exactly one hyperplane, 
z(i)=(i), i.e., n=(i), 
where k>3. Therefore k=n-1, c1=c2=*.* =c,,=k=n-1, and A must 
be of the form 
A= 
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